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BUSINESS VALUE
 Improve

Operations

 Save

Money

 Enhance

Service

 Mitigate

Risk

COMPATIBILITY
 Episys®

Episys Refresh provides a managed approach to cleaning up the Episys database and taking
advantage of the latest enhancements from Symitar®. It results in a clean database and allows a
migration to standard processes and modules.
IT WORKS LIKE THIS
The Episys Refresh service begins with an analysis by a SymAdvisor. The SymAdvisor helps
determine whether Episys Refresh is the best solution for you, and if so, evaluates the level of effort
required and makes specific recommendations. Then you can choose between two methods of
employing Episys Refresh.
Episys Renew uses Symitar’s Implementations team and has a clearly defined project timeline. With
this option, the project is completed and all benefits are received in just 12-14 months. Please note
that the entire credit union may feel the impact of the project while in progress.
Episys Revitalization uses SymAdvisors and other Symitar staff to complete the project in phases
over multiple years. This piece-by-piece option enables you to limit the impact to your staff based
on priorities.
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SUMMARY OF BENEFITS
Whichever method you choose, you’ll receive the same value:


A clean database



An opportunity to renumber share and loan types



Updated edit logic for ACH, payroll, and draft edits



Streamlined user privileges



Purging of old or unused job files, letter files, help files, and PowerOn specfiles



Updated Episys functionality



Deployed Episys modules, if desired



Updated front and back office processes along with employee training



Refreshed letters, notices, reports, and forms



Reduced compliance risks



Possible increased income and decreased expenses

Episys Refresh gives you latest functionality, best practices, and streamlined automation. The result is efficiency, less human error,
more accurate data, and better service to the member. If you are also considering implementation of new Symitar products –
such as ImageCenter™, Synergy, Synapsys®, or ARCU – it’s useful to do that in coordination with your Episys Refresh so the new
applications are working at peak efficiency with your refreshed database.
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WHAT IT DOES:

WHAT IT DOES FOR YOU:



Cleans your Episys database

 Improves



Purges old or unused files

 Provides



Updates functionality and streamlines user privileges

 Improves



Refreshes forms, notices, and reports



Updates edit logic for ACH, payroll, and draft edits



Enables you to renumber share and loan types

For more information about Symitar®, or to schedule a demonstration or talk to an existing
user, email askus@symitar.com, call 888-SYMITAR (796-4827), or visit www.symitar.com.
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efficiency, accuracy, and service

best practices for data handling
automation and reduces human error

